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Abstract: Contribution deals with application of artificial neural networks for prediction of chemical
composition of refining slag with aim to optimize production process and to improve production
economics. The first part of the paper contains the evaluation of chemical parameters of the selected
kinds of ladle slag that are formed during the ladle processing of steel at the ArcelorMittal Ostrava
Company. Main interest is paid to metallurgical parameters of test heats and their comparison with
the common technology. The theoretical calculations will enable to save part of metallurgical lime
and Al2O3 flux additions. Exploitation of neural networks is advantageous, if it is necessary to express
complex mutual relations among sensor-based data. More accurate results of predictions of different
metallurgical parameters with exploitation of neural networks follow on the fact that application of
neural networks enables assignment of relations among process parameters which are not possible to
be traced using common methods due to their mutual interactions, considerable amount of data,
dynamics and thus following time demands.
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1 Introduction
Refining slag has a decisive importance for ladle processing of steel. Steel purity and sulphur
content on produced steel above all depend on chemical composition of refining slag, their quantity
and on kinetics of mixing slag with metal. An important factor is certainly time of steel treatment.
Refining slag is alkaline and of reduction character and the main components are following
oxides: CaO, Al2O3, SiO2 a MgO. As MgO contents universally come from casting ladle linings (if
dolomitic limes are not used), they especially depend on linings wear, whereas they range in refining
slag mainly in 7 to 10 wt. %.
Chemical compositions of slag have fundamental influence on liquidus temperature and thus on a
rate of slag creation and liquidness. This is obvious from ternary diagram CaO-Al2O3-SiO2 (Fig. 1).
During steel treatment on ladle furnace in Steelworks ArcelorMittal Ostrava Inc. two basic slagforming additives are added, namely lime briquettes and Al2O3 flux additions (Alcaten). That way the
treatment of chemical composition eventually quantity of refining slag is executed. SiO2 contents in
slag are depended mainly on steel composition and on particular deoxidizing, alloying and slagforming additives [MELECKÝ 2003].
So far quantities of slag-forming additives have been being added on the basis of chemical
composition, so-called access slag on ladle furnace, or knowledge of composition of slag sampled
after tapping from casting ladle. However they are often heterogeneous which frequently leads to
biased decision about quantities of added slag-forming additives. For evaluation of optimal allowance
of above mentioned additives contents of so called “free lime” were determined at final (departure)
slug from ladle furnace and specific consumptions of lime briquettes on consistent reduction of
sulphur in refining steel under comparable conditions and at the same steel grades were compared.

Fig. 1. Ternary CaO-Al2O3-SiO2 diagram
The analysis showed that comparatively enough heats had a certain rate of non-reacted (free) lime
which shows evidence of redundant quantity of added lime. Also deviations in specific consumptions
of lime for elimination of 0,001 wt. % of sulphur from steel showed that there are reserves in
estimated quantities, especially in slag-forming additives. For this purpose there was decided to

consider possibilities of application of neural networks for prediction of chemical composition of
refining slag which would lead to the savings of slag-forming additives and of a number of analytic
determinations.
Neural networks are suitable for approximation of complex mutual relations among different
sensor-based data, especially among non-structured data, with a high grade of nonlinearity, inaccurate
and incomplete data. This type of data often occurs in industrial processes of metallurgy thus also at
ladle processing of steel. The aim of the contribution is to approach possibilities of exploitation of
artificial neural networks pro for prediction of chemical composition of refining slag a to judge
perspectives of their usage in this field.

2 Artificial neural networks
Neural networks use a distributed parallel processing of the information during practicing the
calculations, it means that information recording, processing and transferring are carried out by means
of the whole neural network then by means of particular memory places. Learning is a basic and
essential feature of neural networks. Knowledge is recorded especially through strength of linkages
between particular neurons. Linkages between neurons leading to "correct answer" are strengthened
and linkages leading to "wrong answer" are weakened by means of repeated exposure of examples
describing the problem area. These examples create so called training set.
A capability to learn from examples and to describe non-linear dependences is a big advantage of
neural networks. A disadvantage is the fact, that a size of error, which is dependent on network
parameters and on a training set, cannot be generally estimated in advance. The design of a structure
and parameters of the neural network is always connected with some experiences. The experience,
intuition and experiments are also important for the optimization of the neural network.

Fig. 2. Topology of multilayer feedforward neural network [JANČÍKOVÁ 2006]
Neural networks, which are universal function approximators, consequently especially
Backpropagation type networks utilizing for their learning (adaptation) Backpropagation algorithm,
are suitable essentially for all types of predictions. This algorithm is suitable for multilayer
feedforward networks learning, which are created minimally by three layers of neurons: input, output
and at least one inner (hidden) layer (Fig. 2).
Between two adjoining layers there is always so called total connection of neurons, thus each
neuron of the lower layer is connected to all neurons of the higher layer. Learning in the neural
network is realized by setting the values of synaptic weights between neurons, biases or inclines of
activation functions of neurons. The adaptation at Backpropagation types of networks calls
„supervised learning“, when the neural network learns by a comparison of the actual and the required
output and by setting values of the synaptic weights (biases or inclines), so that a difference between
the actual and the required output decreases. The rate of inaccuracy between predicated and actual
output represent a prediction error.

3 Prediction of chemical composition of refining slag
Before design and creation of neural network it was necessary to execute data conditioning for
network training. Data about chemical composition of slag from the first test on ladle furnace and an
amount of added deoxidizing, alloying and slag-forming additives were used as an input vector.
Output data represented slag composition from the last test on ladle furnace. These data were
subsequently adjusted to the form suitable for neural network application. The whole database was
divided to data for network training and data for testing network capability of generalization.
On the basis of adapted data ten artificial neural networks were designed. Neural networks were
created in software STATISTICA – Neural Networks. This system enables among others a choice of
most suitable with the best performance, it contains efficient investigative and analytic techniques and
enables to achieve summary descriptive statistics, to execute sensitive analysis and to create response
graphs.
Two neural networks with the least error and the highest performance were chosen from designed
networks. A source code version of these neural networks was generated in C++ and then compiled
and integrated into program for data entry and treatment. Program was created in C++ Builder which
compiles applications executed under Windows system. Generated neural network can be simply
implemented to this program and it is possible to verify consequently its functionality (Fig. 4).

Fig. 3. Window with results of created neural networks

Fig. 4. Prediction of chemical composition of slag and error calculation
Testing data are imported to this program from Excel. It was found that accuracy of prediction
MgO, CaO, SiO2 and Al2O3 (dominant elements) is much higher than accuracy of prediction FeO,
P2O5, MnO, Cr2O3, Fe2O3, S (residual elements).
Dominant elements are up to two or three degrees bigger than residual elements. Particular
elements influence each other and network embodies at residual element relatively big error. From
this reason two another neural networks were created, one network for a group of dominant elements
and one for residual elements. Achieved results show that this approach brings far smaller prediction
errors at residual elements. Accuracy of prediction at dominant elements was also little higher.
Suggested networks was able to satisfactorily predicate final composition of slag with average
prediction error at particular elements about 2 wt. %.
For this case is important so that the error of dominant elements to be as small as possible because
from these elements a ternary diagram is drafted (Fig. 5). This diagram determines liquid temperature
of slag in dependence on slag chemical composition.

Fig. 5. Ternary diagram with predicted amount of CaO, Al2O3 and SiO2
For each of the networks a sensitivity analysis and response graphs were created. The sensitivity
analysis shows how significantly each input value influences the output value. Response graphs
express an influence of the chosen input parameter to a given system.

4 Conclusion
A model of neural network for prediction of chemical composition of refining slag that is formed
during the ladle processing was created. Model enables to predict final slag composition with
sufficiently small error. After evaluation of results we can state that exploitation of neural networks is
advantageous, if it is necessary to express complex mutual relations among sensor-based data. Neural
networks are able to realize and appropriately express general properties of data and relations among
them and on the contrary to suppress relationships which occur sporadically or they are not
sufficiently reliable and strong. Their usage enables retrieval of relationships among parameters of the
process which with use of common methods are not possible to trace for reason of their mutual
interactions, big amount and dynamics.
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